
A Pastoral Romance, From the 
Ancient British: Godwin's 
Rewriting of Comus Pamela Clemit 

G odwin is steadily rising in reputation. both as philosopher and as 
novelist. Over the last few years several biographies have appeared; 

his ideas have been analysed; and his best-known works, An Enquiry 
Concerning Political Justice (1793) and Caleb Williams (1794). have 
received considerable scholarly attention.' Now his post-revolutionary 
novels are being recognized as the fictions of an intellectual who was im- 
pressive in his own right, not merely because of his association with Mary 
Wollstonecraft, and Mary and Percy Bysshe Shelley. Yet William God- 
win's early novels are still almost completely neglected. In this context 
Imogen (1784) is of special interest as the first of Godwin's mature nov- 
els, and as a significant addition to the intellectual fiction of the Romantic 
period. 

Imogen: A Pastoral Romunce, From the Ancient British was the last 
of three novels produced by Godwin in the winter of 1783 and 1784 
and the one over which he took the most t r ~ u b l e . ~  The title alone signals 

I Major recent biographies are Don Lock, A Fantasy of Reason: The Life and Thought of William 
Godwin (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1980): Rur Marshall. William Godwin (New 
Haven and London: Yale Uaivenity FTess, 1984): William St. Clair, The Godwins and the 
Shellcys (London and Boston: Rber and Faber. 1989). Mark Philp, Godwin's Poiirical Jurice 
(London: Duckwonh, 1986). studies Godwin's thought up to 1800. Intelligent appreciations of 
Coleb Williomr include Gaw Kellv. The Endish Imobin Nowl. 17?d&1805 (Oxfwd: Oxford 
U n i \ m q  h r , .  197h1, pp..17%idR. ~aril; 'n Rurlcr. ..Godum. Burkc, m d  tole-b Williams," 
Frra)\ {n Cnricwm 32 (1982) 237-57. Ronald Paulwn. Rcpr#>mraeonr of Rewluaon 117XY- 
1820, We* Haven and London: Yak Un8,cn~t) Press. 19831. pp. 23&39. 

2 Godwin, autobiographical note for 1783. Abinger Manuscnpu Dep. b. 22612. 1 am grateful to 
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Godwin's dissatisfaction with the eighteenth-century prose conventions 
exploited in the earlier Damon and Delia and Italian Letters, modelled 
respectively on Smollett and Richardson. Those critics who have recog- 
nized Imogen as more than hack work have discussed Godwin's interest 
in eighteenth-century primitivism as reflected in the Preface, but the 
novel's most remarkable feature, its construction out of poetic mod- 
els, has gone practically unnoticed. In particular, Godwin's intriguing 
use of Milton's "Masque Presented at Ludlow Castle" [Comus] has not 
been e ~ p l o r e d . ~  

Godwin's conjunction of pastoral romance, political idealism, and 
topical comment makes Imogen the first expression of that "new and 
startling" blend of philosophy and fiction to be developed in Caleb 
Williams.' Though allusion to Milton is in itself commonplace in radical 
fiction and polemical treatises of the period, Godwin's interest in Comus 
as a model for the renovation of genre is unique. Godwin's early exper- 
iment with allegorical modes offers a displaced enactment of theoretical 
issues which sheds light on a relatively obscure period of his develop- 
ment. In particular, the technical inventiveness of Imogen suggests his 
independence of the polemical method of other Jacobin novelists, in 
which ideas are largely superimposed on conventional plots. Instead, he 
sought to remould literary conventions in order to dramatize his philo- 
sophical interests. Godwin's indirect manner of presenting ideas in fiction 
establishes Imogen as a forerunner of the non-naturalistic, mythopoeic 
type of intellectual fiction, which he developed in Caleb Williams, St. 
Leon (1799). and Fleemood (1805). and which was taken up in the next 
generation by Mary Shelley and Thomas Love Peacock. 

The full intellectual resonance of Imogen is apparent only in the context 
of Godwin's early thought. After leaving Hoxton Dissenting Academy 

Lard Abinger for permission to quote from the Abinger Collection in the Bodleian Libmy, 
Oxford. 

3 for discussions of eighteenth-century primitivism, see Jack W. Marken, introduction to William 
Godwin, I m g m  A Pnsroral R o m c e  from rhe Ancient Brirish (New Yark: New York Pllblic 
Library, 1963). and appended critical discussion, esp. Bunon R. Pollin, "Primitivism in Imogen." 
pp. 113-17. References to lmgen are to Ulis edition. See also Locke, p. 26. Ccities who mention 
Godwin's use of C o w s  include Marken, inmduetion, p. IZ: I. Primer, "Some Implications of 
Imny."/mogen, pp. 118-21; B.J. Tysdahl, W'iliim Codwin arNo,eIist (London: Athlone, 1981). 
p. 25: Marshall, p. 61. Ingcid Kuczynski, "Paatoral Romance and Political Justice." in Esroys in 
Honour of William Gallacher: Life fend Lirerarure of the Working Clnss, ed. Anselm Schlosser 
et al. (Berlin: Hvmboldt University, 19661, pp. 101-10, offers a more politicized reading of 
Imogen. 

4 Hazlitt, "Mr. Godwin" [1830], T k  Complele Work  of William Hazlitt, ed. P.P. Howe. 21 vols 
(London: I.M. Dent, 193CL34). XVI. 394. 
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in August 1778, he spent several periods in London before settling there 
in May 1782 to eam his living as a writer. During these years the de- 
mand for parliamentary reform among the politically articulate classes 
excluded from power, which has been identified as the last phase of ac- 
tivity of the eighteenth-century Commonwealthmen: reached its height. 
But more important to Godwin's early development is the intellectual in- 
fluence of the Commonwealth tradition, which maintained the study of 
government in the spirit of seventeenth-century writers such as Milton, 
Harrington, Sidney, and Locke. In keeping with his interest in speculative 
politics, Godwin's political imagination was first exercised by the intel- 
lectual debate on the American Revolution. "It was auspicious for me," 
he later recalled, "not that a question of finances & taxes, of customs 
& excises, of commercial monopolies & preferences, engaged the atten- 
tion at that period, but a question involving eternal principles, a question 
of liberty & subjugation, & a question that seemed to embrace one half 
of the ~ o r l d . " ~  For Godwin as for other radicals who achieved greater 
prominence in the debate on the French Revolution, the question of the 
rights of the American colonists provided a catalyst for theoretical discus- 
sion of English liberty. Though the full implications of Thomas Paine's 
attack on the British constitution were brought home only with the pub- 
lication of the Rights of Man (1791-92), written in response to Edmund 
Burke's Rejections on the Revolution in France (1790), Paine's prin- 
ciples had already been set out in Common Seme (1776). where he 
argued for the founding of a republican government in America, inde- 
pendent of British rule. Second only to Common Sense in forming radical 
opinion was Richard Price's Observations on ... Civil Liberty (1776). a 
pamphlet offering a philosophical defence of the colonists' right to po- 
litical self-determination. In his later Observations on the Imporfance 
of the American Revohtion (1785), Price celebrated this "revolution in 
favour of universal liberty" as "a revolution by which Britons them- 
selves will be the greatest gainers, if wise enough to ... catch the flame 
of virtuous liberty which has saved their American brethren."' 

5 Caroline Robbins, The Eighleenth-Centuty Commonwealthmon (Cambridge. MA: Harvard Uni- 
versity Pnss. 1959). pp. 320-77. 

6 Ab. MSS b. 22612. My account is indebted to Robbins, pp. 3-21; Marshall, pp. 46-61; and 
Albert Gwdwin, The Friendr of Libeny (London: Hutchinson. 1979). pp. 32-64. 

7 A.H. Lincoln. Some Political ond Social /&as of English DIssem (Cambridge: Cambridge Uni- 
venity PRss, 1938), p. 133; Richard Rice. Obsemtions on the Imponnnce of the Antericnn 
Revolution ond the Meom of Making it o Bcnefir to the World (1785). pp. 1-2. 
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For Godwin too there was more at stake than the question of Amer- 
ican liberties. By 1779 his political views had shifted from Toryism 
to the Whig Opposition, and he embraced republican principles a year 
later. Though he remained detached from practical movements for re- 
form, his writings in this period show a growing preoccupation with 
theoretical questions involving constitutional liberties. In his first publi- 
cation, the Life of Chatham (1783), he contented himself with moderate 
criticism of his subject's "misguided flame of patriotism" in seeking to 
subdue the American ~olonists .~ But two early pamphlets, which ap- 
peared anonymously, show more direct commentary on political issues: 
in A Defence of the Rockingham Parfy (1783) Godwin wrote in sup- 
port of Fox's tactical coalition with his former antagonist Lord North, 
and in Instructions to a Statesman (1784). written after the defeat of 
the Rockingham Whigs, he made a satirical attack on unprincipled state- 
craft. It is Godwin's less overtly political writings, however, that are 
more relevant to his indirect treatment of topical concerns in Imogen. 
In The Herald of Literature (1784) he wrote a series of literary paro- 
dies in the guise of forthcoming works of well-established writers; then 
proceeded to review them as if they were genuine. Even here, he is pre- 
occupied with the American debate, for he included skilful imitations of 
William Robertson's History of America, Burke's speeches on commer- 
cial links with the colonies, and Paine's Common Sense. In his editorial 
remarks he took the opportunity to praise Paine's style ("exactly that 
of popular oratory") while distancing himself from his polemical argu- 
ments: ''They may be the sentiments of a patriot, they are not certainly 
those of a philo~opher."~ 

For a more accurate guide to Godwin's theoretical stance we must turn 
to An Account of the Seminary (1783). the prospectus for his planned 
school at Epsom, which shows the impact of the French philosophes 
on his thought. By the end of 1782 Godwin's reading of d'Holbach, 
Helvttius, and Rousseau led him to reject the notion of original sin in 
favour of the belief "that human depravity originates in the vices of po- 
litical constitution." In An Account of the Seminary, drawing selectively 
on Rousseau's Discourse on the Origins of Inequality among Men and 

8 The History of the lrfe of William Pin, End of Chalham (London: G. Kearsley, 1783). p. 284, 
published anonymously. 

9 [Gadwin], The Herold of titemrure: or A Review of the Most Conriderable Publications that 
will be mnde in the Course of the Ensuing Winter (1784). reprinted in Four Eorly Pamphlets 
(1783-4), ed. Burton R. Pollin (Gainesville, Fb Scholar Press, 1966). articles 11, DL, X, p. 106. 
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on Emile, he sought to present a mode of education that would liberate 
the mind from institutional pressures: 

The state of society is incontestibly artificial, the power of one man over another 
must be always derived from convention, or from conquest; by nature we are 
equal. The necessary consequence is, that government must always depend upon 
the opinion of the governed. Let the most oppressed people under heaven once 
change their mode of thinking, and they are free.'" 

It is in the context of this belief in internal renovation, as opposed to 
practical reform, that Godwin's turn to novel-writing at the end of 1783 
should be viewed. From his earliest writings, Godwin had aimed to ren- 
ovate "the opinion of the governed" through imaginative fable rather 
than doctrinal statement. As he wrote in the first edition of Political 
Justice, he regarded works of imagination as uniquely capable of fur- 
nishing "the enquiring and philosophical reader ... with the materials and 
rude sketches of intellectual improvement." He further quoted with ap- 
proval Turgot's account of "romances as holding a place among treatises 
of morality, and even as the only books in which he [Turgot] was aware 
of having seen moral principles treated in an impartial manner."ll This in- 
sight into the special strengths of romance is crucial to Imogen, where he 
is particularly concerned with remoulding the perceptions of "the young 
reader." In keeping with the Commonwealthmen's concern for the train- 
ing of good citizens newly voiced by Paine-"Youth is the seed time 
of good habits, as well in nations as in individuals"4odwin remod- 
els the exemplary action of eighteenth-century conduct books to create 
a proto-revolutionary narrative.12 

Even a brief outline of the plot shows Godwin's integration of imagi- 
native and philosophical concerns. Two major points may be immediately 
noted; first, the novel's symbolic setting in primitive Wales-as signalled 
by the subtitle, From the Ancient British, Godwin's narrative should be 

10 Godwin, undated m u ,  Ab. MSS b. 229/9: see also Godwin's account of his loss of faith, Ab. 
MSS c. 60411; An Accowt of the Seminary ... or Epsom in S u r q ,  for the ImImt ion  of Twelve 
Pupils .... reprinted in Four Early Pomphlpfs, p. 2. 

~~ ~ ~~~ ~~~~~ 7 7  ~~~. 
photographic f&&lc of lhtrd';d~uon (17981, carccvd ard d u d  wlh vanm readings of 
thc hrrt (1793) and ssond (17%) cLoons by FF. L Rcrdey. 3 vols (Tomnm Univcrsny of 
Tomnto h,. 1946). 111. 270 and n. Rcfcmnces b) volumc and page number arc to thas edmon 

12 [Review of Imogm], Englirh Review 4 (August 1784). 142; Tl~omas Wne. C o m n  Senre 
(1776). ed. Isaac Kramnick (HmondswoRh: Penguin Bwks, 1976). p. 107. 
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read in the context of the influential radical argument that English demo- 
cratic government originated before the Norman conquestl3-and second, 
the novel's allegorical structure of quest, trial, and rescue. With its mul- 
tiple associations with romance and spiritual quests, this economical plot 
brings the simplicity and suggestiveness of myth to bear on contemporary 
issues. More precisely, Godwin evokes Spenser's "Legend of Britomar- 
tis, or of Chastitie," in the third book of The Faerie Queene. But it is 
Corns that provides a language for this secular enterprise. It is cen- 
tral to the instructive purpose of Imogen that Milton's phrasing, resonant 
with moral authority, is pervasive, but at the same time this moral au- 
thority is undercut by significant shifts of emphasis as Godwin rejects 
the underlying sense of humanity's imperfections which is crucial to Co- 
rns .  Godwin rewrites Milton's exemplary theme of virtue in distress as a 
paradigm of revolutionary experience, highlighting the power of private 
judgment to dethrone hereditary vice. 

The story is set in the Welsh valley of Clwyd, a native mountain 
republic where the undeclared lovers, Edwin and Imogen, live in perfect 
equality, in conformity with the precepts of the Druids. On their journey 
home from a bardic festival the lovers are besieged by threatening forces: 
a goblin of darkness, a supernatural storm, and a ferocious wolf. In a 
scene reminiscent of Proteus's rescue of Florimell, Roderic appears and 
carries Imogen off to his palace in a golden chariot.14 When the tempest 
subsides, Edwin vows to rescue Imogen and defeat the false enchanter. He 
seeks the advice of the hermit Madoc, whose instructive role resembles 
that of Milton's Attendant Spirit. 

Madoc's function is to educate Edwin into an awareness of his histor- 
ical situation: "this is your hour of aial" (p. 45). Godwin evokes a range 
of allegorical precedents to sketch the rise of government as a perver- 
sion of pastoral values. Madoc traces the origins of Roderic's tyrannical 
power to his mother's abuse of great talents: like Comus's mother and 
Spenser's Radigund, Rodogune sought to enslave all men, building a 
stately mansion to house "cmuds of degenerate shepherds ... in every 
brutal form" @. 46). On the principle of hereditary succession, her prop- 
erty passes to her only son, Roderic, who claims further affinity with 
Comus and the Spenserian deceivers Proteus and Cupid by virtue of his 

13 Christopher Hill, Pvrimism Md Rmlufion (London: Seeker and Warburg, 1958). pp. 99- 
109. Gwyn A. Williams, A m ' m  and Sans-Culones (1968: revised edition. London: Libris. 
1989). pp. 11-15. 

I4 Spnsn; 'The Faerie Qucenc, ed. A.C. Hamilton (London and New Yo&: Longman, 197) .  Ill. 
viii. 35. Refmnccs are to this edition. 
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magical ability to assume different shapes.'= Crucially, though, Roderic's 
power is limited by a curse, pronounced at his birth by a disaffected 
goblin, which prophesies the exact circumstances of his destruction: 

W%D34 RODeRlC SHAU BE OVERREACHED IN ALL HIS SmLS BY A SIMPLE SWAIN .. WHKN 

RODERK SHALL SUE m A SIMPLE MAID. WHO BY HIS CHARMS SHALL BE MADE m HATE THE 

SWAIN THAT ONCE S t E  WWD. AND WHO YXT SHALL RESIST ALL HIS FZRSONAL ATIRACllONS 

AND ALL HIS POWER THEN SHALL HIS POWER BE AT AN END HIS PALACES SHALL BE DIS- 

SOLVED. HIS RICHES SCATTERED. AND HEHIMSELF SHALL BECOME AN UNPlTlED. NECESSITOUS. 

MISERABLE VAGABOND. (P. 47) 

As in Horace Walpole's Gothic romance, The Castle of Orranto (1764). 
the plot turns on the fulfilment of prophecy. Walpole's aristocratic fa- 
ble depicts the overthrow of a property owner and the restoration of 
the rightful heir. By contrast, Godwin predicts the dissolution of prop- 
erty values through the action of humble figures. a simple maid and 
her swain. At intervals the goblin reappears to remind Roderic of his 
inescapable destiny, inviting comparison with another influential repre- 
sentation of the supernatural Gothic, Henry Fuseli's recently exhibited 
picture, Nighhmre (1782).16 The goblin, who articulates Roderic's deep- 
est thoughts and fears, suggests an unacknowledged aspect of the self, 
and travesties the heavenly wisdom offered by the supernatural Spirit in 
Comus. 

To foil Roderic's hereditary power of enchantment, Madoc equips 
Edwin with a "small and sordid root" (p. 48) which resembles the Atten- 
dant Spirit's treasured haemony.17 But the plant's powers are superAuous 
to a plot which emphasizes secular moral choice, and gives the initia- 
tive to a traditional representative of the oppressed classes, a woman 
of the common people. When Imogen wakes up in Roderic's palace, 
she is subjected to a series of temptations which reflect all the specious 
contrivances of advanced political society. Drawing on Spenser's elabo- 
rate settings, Godwin recasts the exemplary moral action of Comus as a 

15 Milton, "A Masque Resenred a Ludlow Castle. 1634" or Comus (1637). 11. 50-77. Complete 
Shoncr Poem. ed. John C a ~ y  ( W o n  and New York: Longmen, 1971); all references an to 
this edition. Faerie Qwem V, iv, 29-33. Cf. Paine, Rights of Man (1791-92). ed. Henry Collins 
(Harmondswo~ Penguin Books. 1%9), p. 104: "Aristocracy has never more than one child." 
Imogen, p. 47; cf. Focrie Qucene Ill, viii, 4-41. x i ,  3W39. 

16 See Nicholas Powell, Fuseli; The Nigighrmore (London: Allen Lane, 1973). p. 98. 

17 Comur. 11. 628-40. 
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symbolic confrontation of old and new orders. He sets the vices of a de- 
caying constitution in opposition to pastoral values and the precepts of 
the Druids. 

The "grand, and simple, and commanding" architecture of Roderic's 
mansion, supported by "pillars of the Ionic order" (p. 97), signals his 
role as an exemplar of aristocratic decadence, for it immediately brings 
to mind the classical elegance of the eighteenth-century country house. 
More revealing of Godwin's philosophical point of reference is the man- 
agement of Roderic's vast estate. It is no accident that Roderic's land is 
an enormous "inclosure" which prospers through "that wondrous art, as 
yet unknown in the plains of Albion, of turning up the soil with a share. of 
iron" (p. 61), for Rousseau had isolated ploughing as the source of the in- 
equalities of civil society: "for the philosopher it is iron and wheat which 
first civilised men and ruined the human race."1s Roderic's admission that 
he is suffocated by a life of ease and envious of pastoral simplicity further 
supports Rousseau's account of social progress: "behold man, who was 
formerly free and independent, diminished as a consequence of a mul- 
titude of new wants into subjection." What appals Imogen most is the 
"unresisting passivity" of Roderic's household; like Rousseau's primi- 
tive man, she cannot understand the terms "master" and "servant" by 
which he maintains his authority:" 

The Gods have made all their rational creatures equal. If they have made one 
strong and another weak, it is for the purpose of mutual benevolence and assis- 
tance, and not for that of despotism and oppression. Of all the shepherds of the 
valley, there is not one that claims dominion and command over another. (p. 59) 

In offering Imogen a share in his prosperous estate, Roderic holds out 
the promise of a revolutionary transformation in her fortunes: "From this 
moment let a new aera and better prospects commence" (p. 64). However, 
brought up in the D ~ i d s '  belief that "the mind is the nobler part," Imogen 
rejects this offer in favour of rational "freedom and independence" (pp. 
65, 64). 

Imogen is then conducted into a room hung with an arras depicting 
heroic women of antiquity, where Roderic attempts to win her through 

18 Rousseau. Discourse on rk O~iginr ond Fovldorionr of lmqwliry  long Men (1755). m s .  
and ed. Maurice Cranston (Harmondswonh: Penguin Bo&, 1984). p. 116. 

19 Rouswau, p. 119; cf. Rousseau, p. 106: "savage men ... could hardly even be bmught to un- 
dentand what servitude and domination an": cf. Paine, Righrs of Man, p. 113: "Submission is 
wholly a vassalage term ... and an echo of the language used at the Conquest." 
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a song in praise of the civilizing power of feminine charms. Again, 
Godwin invokes a Spenserian frame of reference to make a contemporary 
point. In the mouth of the deceiver Roderic, Spenser's eulogy of female 
virtue is redeployed to highlight the eighteenth-century use of an idealized 
concept of womanhood to shore up patriarchal values.'0 In opposition to 
his "mummery, dissimulation, and hypocrisy" (p. 73), Imogen struggles 
to maintain a sense of personal rectitude. The next challenge takes place 
in Rodogune's enchanted garden, where Roderic exploits his Protean gift 
by appearing disguised as Edwin. He counsels a surrender of her will 
to oppressive circumstances: "it is in vain that we resolve, and in vain 
that we struggle" (p. 86). But, unlike the passive women of Otranto ("It 
is not ours to make election for ourselves: heaven, our fathers, and our 
husbands, must decide for us"),21 Imogen resists being cast as a figure 
in someone else's plot. Instead she adopts the posture of a defiantly 
independent heroine: "If the courage of Edwin fail, I will show him 
what he ought to be. ... You shall see what an injured and oppressed 
woman can do" (p. 85). Armed with this enhanced rational self-reliance, 
she resists the final temptation of a feast of excess, which is heralded 
by close verbal echoes of Cornus: "Let the board of luxury be spread. ... 
Night is the season of dissipation and luxury" (p. 92).22 

At this point Edwin enters Roderic's grounds in the manner of a 
knightly challenger. Dazzled by the ornate splendours of the palace, Ed- 
win is brought before Roderic, who invites him to a banquet of sensual 
extravagance. Roderic's seductive argument for drinking deep of the "cup 
of pleasure" (p. 102) brings to mind all the implications of Comus's phi- 
losophy of self-indulgence, against which the Lady's explicitly egalitarian 
sentiments are counterpoised: 

If every just man that now pines with want 
Had but a moderate and beseeming share 
Of that which lewdly-pampered Luxury 
Now heaps upon some few with vast excess, 

Faerie Queene El, iv, 1-3: Jane Spencer. The Rise of the Woman Novelist (Oxford and Cam- 
bridge, MA: Bai l  Blackwell. 1986). pp. 15-17: cf. M ~ I Y  Wollswnecraft's attack on "mistaken 
notions of female excellence" in Vindication of the Rights of WOW" (1792). ed. Miriam Bmdy 
Kramnick (Hmndsworth:  Penguin Books, 1982). pp. 81-83. 

21 Horace Walpole, The Cmle of Otranro. ed. W.S. Lewis (Oxford: Oxford Univenlty Press. 1982). 
p. 88. 
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Nature's full blessings would be well-dispensed 
In unsuperfluous even pmpo~tion?~ 

But, "by an irresistible impulse of goodness" (p. 103). Edwin actively re- 
sists Roderic's plea and succeeds where the Lady's Brothers "mistook": 
he snatches the enchanter's wand and breaks it in pieces. Like earlier ar- 
chitectural symbols of a compt ruling order (but unlike Comus's palace), 
Roderic's mansion collapses in ruins, and he and his train vanish "like 
shadows at the rising of the sun" @. 104).24 Pastoral harmony is speed- 
ily restored: the lovers are reunited and return to their haven of equality 
in the vale of Clwyd, where virtue is rewarded by the sense of having 
passed through the "ordeal of temptation" with "an approved fortitude" 
( P  1%). 

Even in this brief account, the extent to which Godwin transforms 
Spenserian and Miltonic themes to reflect his own philosophical inter- 
ests should be apparent. The technical sophistication of his enterprise, 
however, can be fully appreciated only by contrast with more polemi- 
cal treatments of the Comuc theme in the novels of Robert Bage, Thomas 
Holcroft, and Elizabeth Inchbald. 

On one level, Godwin's use of the theme of virtue in distress reflects 
a commonplace of eighteenth-century fiction. According to E.A. Baker, 
popular romantic fiction found its mainstay in "the theory that fiction 
should portray virtue am-actively, and show it always triumphing over 
vice." This concept derived moral authority from Milton's precedent, 
where the trial of virtue depends on the Puritan definition of virtue as 
integrity of mind. As St Augustine comments, chastity "is not a treasure 
that can be stolen without the mind's consent"; although the Lady is 
physically at risk when she is imprisoned, Comus remains helpless in the 
face of her intellectual defiance. In novels which sought to propagate a 
Puritan morality in opposition to the degenerate habits of the ruling class, 
attempted rape provided a stock situation in which that "strong siding 
champion Conscience" had to prove its worth.2s Desiring to emulate "the 
glorious Milton," Richardson pushed this emphasis on internal resources 

23 COW. 11. 767-72: cf. Poliricnl jutice 1, 15. 

24 C o w .  11. 813-15: "What. have you let the false enchamer scape? I 0 ye mistook, ye should 
have snatched his wand / And bound him fast." Cf. the fall of Busirane's maasion (Faerie 
Queenc, Ul, xii, 37, 42-43), and the collapse of Otranto (Otmnro, p. 108). 

25 E.A. Baker, The History of the English Nowl, V (1929, London: Wifherby, 1957). pp. 22- 
23; d. Augustine, Concerning the City of God Agaim the Pogonr, Inns. Henry Bettenson, ed. 
David Knowles (Hmondswath: Penguin Bmks. I972), p. 40, COW. I. Zll .  
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to its limit. Allowing the rape of Clarissa to take place in a minutely 
documented social setting, he exposed the clash between the Puritan ideal 
of virtuous conduct and the ethic of self-interest prevalent in eighteenah- 
century 

More directly relevant to Godwin's purpose is Richardson's first novel, 
Pamela (1740). which united profoundly appealing romance themes with 
naturalistic social detail. Richardson's choice of a servant as heroine, per- 
secuted by a landed proprietor who eventually marries her, established the 
proto-revolutionary plot stripped to its essentials in Imogen, and taken up 
again in the radical novels of the 1790s. In exchanges between a recog- 
nizably eighteenth-century servant and master, the egalitarian sentiments 
of Comus take on a new directness: "my soul is of equal importance with 
the soul of a princess," declares Pamela, "though in quality I am but upon 
a foot with the meanest slave." Like Imogen, Pamela is clothed in pas- 
toral garb for her period of temptation, and her resistance to material 
wealth is couched in terms of pastoral values.27 Imogen's "ardent de- 
sire. to set out for the cottage of her father" (p. 59) is surely indebted to 
Pamela's very similar intention. Pamela also wants to return to her fa- 
ther's cottage, and believes that her parents pray "with hearts more pure, 
than are to be met with in palaces!" Finally, though, Richardson's trans- 
formation of his heroine into the "happy condition" of a gentlewoman 
forms no part of Godwin's scheme.28 

A more overtly radical use of Comus, which may have stimulated God- 
win's interest, was provided by Bage in his first novel, Mount Henneth 
(1782). This witty epistolary narrative recounts the story of James Fos- 
ton's education in benevolence through a series of adventures in primitive 
settings. In an Indian episode, suitably remote from the constraints of ad- 
vanced society, Bage takes issue with Richardson's treatment of female 
dishonour in Clarissa (174748). Foston arrives at the house of a Per- 
sian merchant just in time to rescue his daughter Caralia from being 
butchered by marauding soldiers, but too late to prevent her rape. Un- 
like Clarissa, however, Caralia does not die: instead Foston marries her 
and brings her to England. Caralia's fears for her good name offer a di- 
rect critique of "the reigning manners and opinions" in English society as 

26 For R~chardson's admrratlon of M d m .  see SPlcned Letters of S m e l  R#chardron. cd John 1 . 
C m l l  (Oxford: Clanndon h s s .  1964), pp. 176.98; ~hrist&er Hill, 'Clarissa Hnrlorue and 
Her Times," Essays in Criticism 5 (1955). 315-40. 

27 Richardson. PMV~II,  or, Vinue Reworded. ed. Peter S a h  wilh an intmductian by Marganf 
Anne Doody (Harmondsworth: Penguin Books. 1980). pp. 197, 87. 112. 

28 Richardson. pp. 199. 337. 
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reflected in fictional treatments of the dishonoured woman: "Women who 
have suffered it, must die, or be immured for ever. Ever after they are to- 
tally useless to all the purposes of society. ... No author has yet been so 
bold as to permit a lady to live and marry, and be a woman after this 
stain."z9 But Foston's travels have so enlarged his outlook that he in- 
sists that Caralia's "mind is fit for heaven," and that a woman would be 
"more dishonoured by a wanton dream" in which she willingly partici- 
pated. In this way the "test of reason" exposes the injustice of received 
social morality. Though Bage's ironical attitude to what he calls "the 
loss of-innocence, a bagatelle" tends to defuse his radicalism, his sen- 
timents anticipate Wollstonecraft's more polemical attack on Richardson 
in the Vindication of the Rights of Woman (1792): "When Richardson 
makes Clarissa tell Lovelace that he had robbed her of her honour, he 
must have had strange notions of honour and virtue. For, miserable be- 
yond all names of misery is the condition of a being, who could be 
degraded without its own consent!"30 

Several overtly didactic novels of the revolutionary decade amplify 
Wollstonecraft's point. In Holcroft's Anna St. Ives (1792) the aristo- 
crat Clifton threatens Anna with rape in order to break her will. But 
Anna does not believe in the notion of female dishonour, and her ex- 
emplary fortitude owes much to the eloquent defiance of the Lady in 
Cows:  "Nay, think you that ... I would falsely take guilt to myself; or 
imagine I had received the smallest blemish, from impurity which never 
reached my mind? That I would lament, or shun the world, or walk in 
open day oppressed by shame I did not merit? No ... You cannot injure 
m e 4  am above Here Holcroft exploits "the entire mythology 
of rape, the 'fate worse than death"' in the service of his larger politi- 
cal argument, which highlights the power of reason to transcend prejudice 
and pre~cription.~~ As Frank Henley insists with disconcerting simplic- 
ity: "No man can be degraded by another; it must be his own act."" 
Yet despite this outspoken criticism of established morality, Holcroft's 

29 Roben Bage. Mount Hcnneth; n novel. 2 vols (Dublin. 1782). 1, 233, 230. 

30 Bage, I. 147: Wallstonecraft. p. 166. 

31 Thomas Holcroft, Anna St. Iws, ed. Peter Faulknw (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1970). 
pp. 423-24. 

32 Ian Donaldson. The Ropes of Lucretia: A Myth ond Its T~ansfomtions (oxford: Clmndon 
Press. 1982). p. 80. 

33 Holcroft. p. 140. 
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radical tendency is limited by his final conformity to novel-reading ex- 
pectations, which reaffirms the conventions he sets out to question. His 
independent-minded hero and heroine resolve their dissatisfaction with 
the existing order by becoming part of it: Anna and Frank Henley many 
and take their places among the privileged classes, where they continue 
the task of reforming Clifton. Inchbald's Nature and Art (1796), an al- 
legorical treatment of social oppression, is more consistent in its ethical 
design. In keeping with Godwin's symbolic version of political relations 
in Imogen and Caleb William, Inchbald blends issues of class and gen- 
der: the plight of Hannah Primrose, the servant who is sentenced to death 
by the aristocrat who seduced her, reflects the multiple levels at which 
social tyranny operates. 

Though the Comus theme achieves its most concentrated expression in 
the novels of the revolutionary decade, it is by no means exclusive to that 
period. In Melincourt (1817). Peacock's most ambitious and densely tex- 
tured political satire, abduction and threatened rape are the mainspring 
of the plot. Though Peacock draws on Holcroft's and Inchbald's themes, 
he surpasses them in his masterly use of allegory and allusion. In Melin- 
court, as in The Misfortunes of Elphin (1829), a politicized rendering of 
Celtic myth that invites direct comparison with Imogen, Peacock creates 
a unique fictional world of rich figurative p~ssibil i t ies.~ 

If Godwin's use of allegory and fable-rather than of elaborately 
plotted, more naturalistic modes of representation-invites comparison 
with Peacock's highly cerebral art, it also establishes a special feature 
of the Godwinian intellectual novel. In Italian Letters Godwin had ex- 
perimented with Richardson's epistolary style and seduction theme, the 
conventions used by Holcroft in Anna St. Ives, to present a straightforward 
opposition between rural innocence and aristocratic depravity: as in Hol- 
croft's novel, social criticism is simply grafted on to a derivative plot. The 
more radically experimental character of Imogen is suggested by God- 
win's early autobiographical fragment, in which he recalled his youthful 
reveries: "I made whole books as I waked, books of fictitious adven- 
tures in the mode of Richardson ... & books of imaginary institutions in 
education and government, where all was to be The conspic- 
uous artifice of Imogen is thus an aspect of its genre: Godwin's use of 

34 Marilyn Butler, Peacock Displqwd, A Satirist in his Context (London and Boston: Routledge 
and Kegan Paul, 1979). pp. 58-101, esp. p. 80, and pp. 155-82: " k i d s ,  Bards and Twice-Born 
Bacchus: Peacocvs EngagZment with Primitive Mythology," Keors-Slulley Memorial Bulletin 
36 (1985). 57-76. 

35 Godwin, autobiographical fragment [1756-691, Ab. MSS b. 22811 
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pastoral romance anticipates the aims, though not the method, of first- 
person narratives such as Caleb Williams. He seeks to disrupt rather than 
passively validate the reader's preconceptions, to persuade the reader to 
his own point of view rather than to consolidate things as they are. 

In this respect he would have found Milton's use of the masque, 
the artistic form chosen by the early Stuarts to embody their absolutist 
claims, especially instructive. Though traditionally designed to affirm 
aristocratic power, the entire form of Comus scrutinizes the basis of its 
own rituals. Recent scholarly readings of Comus have shown how Mil- 
ton's moral strenuousness undercuts conventional masque expectations. 
As "an emergent Puritan's recuperation ... of the masque," Comus ar- 
gues for equality in the spiritual sphere independent of worldly rank26 
What appealed to Godwin, though, was not Milton's piety but the polit- 
ical implications of his use of masque conventions. Most important, the 
Lady's enchantment is undone, not by the presence of nobility as the au- 
dience would have expected, but by the commoner Sabrina, the spirit of 
the place and the representative of true pastoral values. Towards the end 
of the masque Milton uses pastoral as a means of depicting an ideal or- 
der centred on an aristocracy of virtue rather than material wealth and 
power. 

With this masterly precedent in the reformation of genre, Godwin's 
choice of native literary sources suggests his desire to return to the qual- 
ity of pastoral isolated by George Puttenham, its ability "under the wile 
of homely persons ... to insinuate and glaunce at greater matters."" In 
seeking to reinstate the original humble dimension of pastoral, he lib- 
erates the form from the aristocratic transformation which led William 
Hazlitt, for example, to describe Sidney's Arcadia as "a lasting monu- 
ment of penrerted power."38 Godwin's revisionary attitude has a further 
topical resonance in the context of the debased pastoral rituals favoured 
by Marie Antoinette in the court of the ancien rdgime. Clifton's ener- 
getic satire of these "rustic" entertainments in Anna St. Ives provides 
an illuminating gloss on Godwin's juxtaposition of pastoral simplicity 
and courtly excess: "The simplicity of the shepherd life could not but 

36 John Crcau'r. ""Ihe preunl nJ ui lhhr ~ i u r l o n '  The Sellme, of COMIL" The C w n  M D I ( I U ~ .  
ed Ddud I.~nJle) ~ M a n c h c w r  M a n i h c w r  L'nlwh$l! hi,. IYh4,. pp I 11-34, clp p. 134. cf. 
CrJnc (.' B r ~ u n .  John Milarn I Ansort.ralt< Ibrrrzu~nmmr~ ,Cambndgc Cmbndge L ' n n ~ n ~ t )  
Press, 1985). pp. 78-103. 

37 George Puttenham, The An of English Poesie (1589). reprinted in Elizoberhan C"rica1 Essnys, 
ed. G. Gregory Smith, 2 vols (Oxford: Oxford Univeoiq Press, 1904). 11, 40. 

38 Hazlitt, "Lectures on the English Poets" [1818]. Work,  V, 98. 
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be excellently represented, by ... the ragouts, fricassees, spices, sauces, 
wines, and liqueurs, with which we were regaled! Not to mention be- 
ing sewed upon plate, by an m y  of footmen! But then, it was in the 
open air; and that was prodigiously past~ral!"~~ But it was Paine who 
had already redeployed pastoral imagery in support of arguments for a 
simplified constitution. In Common Sense, he depicted the rise of gov- 
ernment in terms of debased pastoral values: "Government, like dress, is 
the badge of lost innocence: the palaces of kings are built on the ruins 
of the bowers of paradise." As an alternative to the decaying British sys- 
tem, he posited an image of rural seclusion: "a small number of persons 
settled in some sequestered part of the earth."" 

Mindful of the currency of pastoral ideals in radical thought, God- 
win moves beyond Paine's transformation of imagery to renovate the 
entire system of expectations signalled by the pastoral fonn. Rejecting 
the mode of polemical commentary, he gives imaginative presence to his 
contemporary theme through an intriguing blend of popular eighteenth- 
century modes which evoke a simplified past. Godwin's use of Celtic 
mythology is especially significant. Recent historians have provided illu- 
minating accounts of the growth of scholarly interest in the recovery of 
a mythical Welsh past in the second half of the eighteenth century. Prys 
Morgan has documented an explosion of nationalist activity in London- 
Welsh circles in the early 1790s, led by Edward Williams, also known by 
his Welsh name 1010 Morganwg, and William Owen Pughe, who sought 
to transform earlier notions of ancient Welsh culture into a secular ideol- 
ogy bodying forth the hopes of committed  radical^.^' In this way, Welsh 
ideas of a pure society paralleled radical arguments that the rights of 
"free-born" Englishmen were lost under the yoke of Norman rule. Yet 
this imaginative defence of ancient liberties was already current among 
British writers in the period of the American War.42 In Imogen Godwin 

39 Holcmft, p. 116: on the decadence of pastoral in the eighteenth-cemury French coun, see Narben 
Elias. The Coun Society, Vans. Edmvnd lephcott (Oxford: Basil Blackwell. 1983). pp. 224-25, 
2 5 W .  

40 Paine, Common Sense. pp. 65, 66 

41 Prys Morgan, A New History of Wales: The Eighreenrh-Century Renoissmce (Llandybie: C. 
Davier, 1981). and "Fmm a Death to a View: The Hunt for the Welsh Wst in the Ramantic 
Period," in The Invention of Tradition, ed. Eric Hobsbawm and Terence Ranger (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Pnss, 1983). pp. 43-100, see also Gwyn A. Williams. Modoc: The Making 
of n Myth (1979. Oxford: Oxford University Pnss, 1987), pp. 89-117, esp. pp. 103-5. and p. 
116. 

42 See above, n. 13 
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already recognizes the potential of Celtic myth as a form of displaced 
national commentary. 

The Preface alone signals Godwin's interest in national myth, for he 
presents the revised Comus as a recently discovered translation of great 
linguistic purity, thus joining with those who were already claiming a 
native British mythology. At the same time he maintains the teasing ed- 
itorial voice of his earlier accomplished exercise in literary parody, The 
Herald of Literature. Godwin complicates the issue of Imogen's au- 
thenticity by mentioning James Macpherson's Ossian poems, published 
between 1760 and 1763 with prefaces calling them "genuine remains of 
ancient Scottish poetry." Though these poems were later discovered to 
be forgeries, Macpherson's imaginative evocation of Scottish history had 
a strong appeal for writers and intellectuals in the period. In his Criti- 
cal Dissertation on the Poems of Ossian (1763) Hugh Blair defended the 
Ossianic enterprise in terms that would have appealed to Godwin: "it is 
the business of a poet not to be a mere annalist of Facts, but to embellish 
truth with beautiful, probable, and useful fictions." Thus Ossian, "build- 
ing upon hue history, has sufficiently adorned it with poetical fiction."43 
In the epic fragments Fingal (1762) and Temora (1763). cited by God- 
win in his Preface, Macpherson offers not a factual account of historical 
events but an imaginative evocation of the fortunes of peoples, the de- 
cline and fall of Fingal's race. With this compelling precedent for the 
use of myth to recuperate the past, Godwin also mentions the works 
of the authentic Welsh bards Taliesin and Aneirin, brought to light by 
the painstaking scholarship of Welsh intellectuals such as Evan Evans, 
friend of the poet Thomas Gray. In Some Specimens of the Poetry of the 
Antieni Welsh Bards (1764), Evans included extracts from Aneirin's Y 
Gododdin, a genuine sixth-century fragment recently discovered. He dis- 
sociated himself from Macpherson, and made a case for further research 
on ancient British manuscripts which would shed light on "a great many 
passages in history ... that are now dark and d u b i ~ u s . " ~  

43 [Hugh Blair]. Reface to [lames Macpherson], Fmgmenrr of Ancien~ Poetry ... Tr~skzledfiom 
the Galic or Erse L o n g w e  (Edinburgh. 1760). p. iii; on critical reaction to Macpherson, see 
Fiana SIafford The Sublime Smge: James Macpkrson and t k  Poem of Ominn (Edinburgh: 
Edinburgh Univmily Ress, 1988), pp. 163-78: [Blair], Cdicol Dissertolion on l k  Pwmr of 
Ossion (1763). p. 29. 

44 Aneirin's Y Gododdin was a genuine find made by Evan Evans in August 1758 (Morgan. A New 
History of Wales, p. 80); a modem wnslarion has recently been published (Aneirin, Y Gododdin. 
ed. and w n s .  A.O.H. I m a n  [Llandysul: Gomer, 19891): Evan Evans. Some Specimens of l k  
Poelry of l k  AnIienI Wekh Bards, Tronskztcd inIo English (1764). pp. iii, 155. 
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Yet the source of Godwin's hidden manuscript remains as elusive as 
that of Otranto. He makes a series of contradictory claims: it was written 
in Welsh and then translated, in the absence of a classical precedent for 
Comus it may have been Milton's source; its real author is a Welshman 
who lived later than Milton; and finally, the translator's own enthusiasm 
for Comus may account for "verbal coincidencies" (p. 23). What is clear, 
however, is that Godwin insists on the non-classical origins of Comus 
in order to promote its current national resonance: "Its fame is continu- 
ally increasing, and it will be admired wherever the name of Britain is 
repeated, and the language of Britain is understood (p. 23). 

The national dimension is developed through the novel's setting in 
Snowdonia at the time of the Druids. Godwin is not concerned with an 
idealized past but with a secular myth of a future state, for he exploits the 
prophetic dimension of the Welsh bardic tradition which gained immense 
popular currency after the publication of Gray's The Bard (1757). This 
poem tells of the slaughter of the last of the Welsh bards by Edward I 
on his invasion of Wales in 1282, and is dominated by the potent central 
image of the lone surviving bard calling down curses on Edward's troops: 

"Ruin seize thee, ruthless king! 
Confusion on thy banners wait, ... 
Not even thy virtues, tyrant, shall avail 
To save thy secret soul from nightly fears, 
From Cambria's curse, from Cambria's tears!" 

So charged with significance was Gray's mythical subject, the overthrow 
of native Welsh by English oppressors, that it was regarded as historical 
truth by the Welsh themselves, and it contributed greatly to the late 
eighteenth-century vogue for the Welsh bard as a defender of ancient 
liberties.45 

Given this potent frame of reference, Godwin's Welsh mountain setting 
offers a return to pre-Conquest freedom and a liberation from institu- 
tional orthodoxies. Especially pertinent to his revision of Comus is the 
absence of "the slightest trace of Christianity" (p. 21), which is replaced 
by the secular precepts of the Druids. Prys Morgan has described the 
eighteenth-century shift in the status of the Druid "from the arcane ob- 
scurantist, who indulged in human sacrifice, to the sage or intellectual 

45 Morgan. 'Tmm a Death to a View," pp. 82-83; Thomas Gray. The Bard [1757], 11. 1-8. The 
Poems ofGmy, Cdim ond Goldsmith, ed. Roger Lonsdale (London and New York: Longman, 
1969). pp. 183-200, Evans cites Gray's poem as historical nth (p. 4511). 
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defending his people's faith and honour."u Godwin exploits this shift 
in significance to the full, for he presents the bards as exemplary po- 
ets, priests, and statesmen, but remains mindful of their barbaric past. 
The full implications of his use of bardic prophecy are seen in the fes- 
tival at the start of the novel, which seems to celebrate the vigour of 
the Druids' faith in opposition to the "degeneracy of modem times" 
(p. 35). On closer inspection, though, Godwin criticizes the heroic past 
memorialized by the bards as equally degenerate. 

Through the bardic competition which concludes the festival God- 
win tells us how to read the rest of the novel. As in Sketches of History 
(1784), where he presents New Testament episodes as "philosophy teach- 
ing by example," Godwin offers a series of inset narratives to instruct the 
reader." The first song establishes divine intervention, crucial to the fail- 
ure of Comus's temptation of the lady, as legendary and archaic. Pursued 
by the rapacious Modred, the daughter of Cadwallo is saved not by the in- 
tervention of an Attendant Spirit with divine powers, but by the magical 
ability to assume the different shapes of hare, wolf, and hind. In this way 
she entices Modred, intent on rape and murder, to his death by drowning: 
'Let the fate of Modred be remembered for a caution to the precipitate. 
... Heaven never deserts the cause of virtue" (p. 32). The song thus en- 
acts in miniature the main plot of I m g e n ,  which turns on the prophecy of 
Roderic's downfall at the hands of a shepherdess armed with the precepts 
of the Druids. 

Godwin's use of Ossianic subject matter sheds further light on his in- 
structive design, for he invokes Macpherson's stark rendering of history 
in terms of rape and military violence to highlight an alternative model 
for heroic action. Narrated in Macpherson's rhythmical prose manner, the 
inset tale of Cadwallo's daughter invites comparison with a specific frag- 
ment which tells of the persecution of the daughter of Cremor by "Ullin 
famous in war."48 Similarly, the "action and enterprise" that Roderic con- 
templates, in true Ossianic fashion, is the brutal rape of Imogen: "There 
is something noble, royal, and independent, in the thought" (pp. 56, 55). 
This debased concept of heroism further brings to mind the tyranny, 
fraud, and usurpation introduced by the Norman conquest, memorably 
described by Paine: "A French bastard landing with an armed banditti, 

46 Morgan. "From a Death to a View," p. 63. 

47 Godwin, Sbtches of History in Sir S e m m  (London: Cadell, 1784), p. 67 

48 [Macpherson], p. 27. 
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and establishing himself king of England against the consent of the na- 
tives, is in plain terms a very paltry rascally original."49 By contrast, 
Godwin offers a redefinition of heroic virtue through the active mental 
resources of Edwin and Imogen.5" 

Godwin pursues his redefinition of British heroism in his choice of 
characters' names, always significant in his novels and especially so in 
Imogen because they show a complete departure from pastoral precedents 
in favour of Welsh national heroes. Cadwallo, Llewelyn, and Roderic 
were native Welsh princes and kings, valiant defenders of Welsh inde- 
pendence against Saxon or Norman invaders, whose deeds were com- 
memorated in ancient Welsh poetry. The name of Godwin's hero recalls 
Edwin, Prince of Northumberland and ally of the Welsh against the 
Sa~ons.5~ That of the hermit Madoc is even more intriguing, for it al- 
ludes to the mythical twelfth-centuly Welsh prince who was said to have 
discovered America, the archetype of brave new non-hierarchical soci- 
eties. However, it is hard to know whether Godwin was aware of the full 
topicality of the Madoc legend: Welsh interest in Madoc revived during 
the 1770s in the context of increased emigration from Wales to Amer- 
ica, but it was not until the publication of a book on Madoc by Dr 
John Williams in 1791 that this transatlantic myth gained wider cur- 
rency in London.52 Disseminated and developed by 1010 Morganwg, the 
Madoc legend became a potent source of imagery in William Blake's po- 
ems, and in 1794 Robert Southey started work on an epic poem called 
Madoc (1794-1805). 

Godwin's contemporary theme gains further imaginative presence 
through a range of literary allusions which establish Imogen as a repre- 
sentative British heroine, oppressed by a decadent aristocrat. In keeping 
with the preference for native as opposed to classical models expressed 

49 Paine, Common Sense, p. 78. 

50 Godwin may be indebted to Chatterton's "Ossianics" [1769], short narratives presented as mod- 
em wnslations fmm ancient Saxon and Welsh, written in Macpherson's hythmical prose but 
offering a critical commentary on Ossianic values; see, for example, Etklgar, A S u n  Poem, 
in The Complete Worh of Tho- ChoBenon. 2 vols, ed. Donald S. Taylor (Oxford: Clarendon 
F'ress, 1971). 1. 253-55. 

51 See Alastair Fowler. Kinds of Literature: An Introduction lo the 7heory of Genres Md Modes 
(Oxford: Clanndon h s s ,  1982). pp. 77-82, for an account of common pastoral names. adopted 
bv Gadwin in his lint novel. Damon ond Delia: Morean. "From a Death to a View." Do. 81-86: 
Evans, passim. 

52 Morgan, p. 83; cf. Wilhams, Mndoc, pp. 112, 117. 
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in much of the critical discourse of the period, Godwin draws on native 
sixteenth-century models, Spenser, Shakespeare, and Milton. As early as 
1756 Joseph Warton had voiced the need for a return to native historical 
subjects in poetry, citing the examples of Shakespeare's history plays 
and Milton's comment in The Reason of Church Government: "I am 
meditating what kind of knight BEFORE THE CONQUEST might be chosen, 
in whom to lay the pattern of a christian hero." In Observations on The 
Faerie Queene (1756, 1762), Joseph's brother and fellow-antiquarian 
Thomas adopted a similar view, placing Spenser at the high point of 
a native romance tradition. In The History of English Poetry (1774- 
81), Thomas represented "our national poetry" as arriving at its maturity 
in 1600, after which his narrative closes, thus avoiding the "French" 
influences of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.53 

In keeping with this polarization of literary values, Godwin enriches 
Imogen's representative role by invoking a range of native precedents. Al- 
lusions to Spenser's "Legend of Britomartis" introduce a powerful sym- 
bol of active femininity, for Spenser presents the Welsh-born Britomart 
as the source of rejuvenation of the British race." Her conquests offer an 
exemplary blend of good deeds and chastity, the reverse of stereotypi- 
cal female dependency in eighteenth-century fiction. For the name of his 
heroine Godwin turns to Cymbeline, where Irnogen's honour is closely 
linked with the integrity of Britain as she suffers: "More goddess-like 
than wife-like, such assaults / As would take in some virtue."55 The ulti- 
mate recognition of virtue for what it is ("not a thing for sale, and only 
the gift of the gods") leads to the regeneration of the kingdom, a con- 
clusion hinted at towards the end of Corns when the ideal action of the 
masque is related to its Ludlow setting. Sabrina, the "goddess" of the 
Severn, rescues the Lady by offering the antithesis of Circe's magic, and 
her benign magic is in turn strongly identified with the rural life of the 
property administered by Bridgewater: 

53 Joseph Warton. An Essoy on rhe Wrirings and Genius of Pope. vol. I (1756). vol. I1 (1782). 
I, 280; Thomas Warton, The History of English Poetry, From the Close of the Elcwnth ro 
the Commencement of the Eigheenth Cenruy (4  vols, London, 1774-81 [final volumes never 
completed]). preface, 1, v. 

54 Faerie Queene El, iii. 23: "Renowmed kings, and sacred Empernun. I Thy fruitfull Ofspring, 
shall from thee descend; ... /And their decayed kingdomes shall amend: 1 The feeble Britons ... 
I They shall up- .." 

55 Faen< Queene Ill, iv, 3; Cymbeline, ed. J.M. Nosworthy (London: Methuen. 1955, 1966) 111, ii ,  
8-9. 
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For which the shepherds at their festivals 
Carol her goodness loud in rustic lays, 
And throw sweet garland wreaths into her stream 
Of pansies, pinks, and gaudy daffodils.% 

By contrast, Roderic, despite his authentic Welsh name, has more in 
common with the "foreign manners, customs [and] images" introduced 
at the Conquest. He is presented through a range of exotic and conspic- 
uously artificial devices drawn from Spenser and his eighteenth-century 
imitators. With its sumptuous interiors, wall-hangings depicting scenes 
from classical antiquity, banquet-halls, and seductive music, Roderic's 
mansion is especially reminiscent of Busirane's castle, the scene of Brit- 
omart's prolonged temptation at the end of book In." As in James 
Thornson's Castle of Indolence (1748), a highly effective Spenserian bur- 
lesque which offers an allegory of contemporary values, the world to be 
rejected is symbolized by the pleasurable enchantments of a false ma- 
gician in his richly furnished mansion. Godwin's contemporary point is 
especially evident in the ornate pageant illustrative of simplicity, which 
culminates in an attempt to crown Imogen with a jewel-laden coronet, an 
outright parody of monarchical ritual (p. 70). In this way Godwin gives a 
more precise topical resonance to a figure already linked in Comus with 
the forces of social and political conservatism. As an eighteenth-century 
voluptuary, Roderic's enthrallment to the values of his class anticipates 
the more psychologically complex but equally "foreign-made" Ferdi- 
nando Falkland: "Oh impotence of power! oh mockery of state! What 
end can ye now serve hut to teach me to he miserable?" @. 74).58 

Given this suggestive framework of literary reference, Godwin's ex- 
ploration of a simplified past in Imogen cannot be construed as a retreat 
from political concerns, as several critics have argued. That the pas- 
toral world remains unscathed at the end suggests rather that Godwin 
retains the high idealism of Milton's pastoral resolution, even if he does 
not subscribe to its piety. Even in Godwin's first published work, the 
Life of Chatham, the "restoration of paradise" forms a model for mental 

56 Cyrnbrlim I, v ,  7-8; C o w ,  11.847-50; for an account of the national dimension of the pauotal 
nsolution of C m .  see Bmwn, pp. 104-31. 

57 1. W m n .  Essay on Pope. 11. 2-3; Faerie Qveene 111. rii. 

58 Godwin. Zkings As They Arc; or, The Adwnfures of Calcb Will iam (1794). ed. David Mc- 
Cracken (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1970), p. 20. 
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improvement rather than regre~sion.~~ His pastoral ideal is thus most prof- 
itably viewed in terms of the mental attitude he seeks to inculcate in the 
interests of gradual but irresistible political progress: "Truth dwells with 
contemplation. We can seldom make much progress in the business of 
disentangling error and delusion, but in sequestered privacy, or in the tran- 
quil interchange of sentiments that takes place between two  person^."^ It 
is the bard Llewelyn who highlights this theme when he rejects the im- 
petuous pursuit of "a splendour that dazzles, rather than enlightens ... a 
heat that bums rather than fructifies," and advocates instead the grad- 
ual enlightening and fructifying power of "the shadowy and unnoticed 
vale of obscurity" (p. 39). The entire plot of Imogen enacts this pur- 
poseful renovation of inner resources as the crucial preliminary to wider 
social change. As Godwin later insisted, a state of equality need not be 
one of stoical simplicity; on the contrary, it offers a basis for a vision of 
perpetual improvements: 'The most penetrating philosophy cannot pre- 
scribe limits to them, nor the most ardent imagination adequately fill up 
the pr~spect."~' 

Imogen: A Pastoral Romance plays a more significant role than has 
been allowed in Godwin's career as an intellectual novelist. As early as 
1784 Godwin's innovative use of poetic sources demonstrates his sep- 
arateness from the direct social commentary of much Jacobin fiction. 
Already he is experimenting with fiction to discuss theoretical issues in 
an artistically resourceful and satisfying way. In reworking the genre of 
pastoral romance, Godwin seeks to liberate the reader from a range of 
customary expectations, anticipating his bolder analysis of hierarchical 
structures in Caleb Williams. In his post-revolutionary novels, however, 
Godwin's central notion of the intrusion of government into private life 
wuires  a new form of characterization that negates the moral absolutes 
of pastoral romance. Nevertheless the imaginative method of Imogen-its 
enactment of contemporary concerns through allegory and myth-bears 
directly on later, more psychologically complex and mythologically capa- 
cious narratives in the Godwinian tradition. On a wider view, Godwin's 
initial perception of the figurative power of historical myth is abun- 
dantly confirmed by the large-scale poetic use of Celtic legend by Blake 

59 Kucrynski, p. 108, criticizes Godwin's pastoral resolution. and Kelly. pp. 112-12. links Godwin's 
intenst in pastoral with Pantiswracy as evidence of the defeat of English lacobinism; [Godwin], 
Life of C h o r h .  introduction, p. xii. 
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and Southey in the 1790s. In the field of prose narrative Godwin's ex- 
periment with sixteenth-century 'models, unique among his novels, is 
developed by Peacock; while Peacock's lessons, like Godwin's, were 
never lost on Shelley. 
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